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ABSTRACT 
There is a close connection between separating vectors and reflexivity. But the 
existence of a separating vector does not guarantee reflexivity. This paper clarifies the 
relation. We first find that every subspace of linear transformations whose dimension 
is less than the cardinality of the scalar field and having a “disjoint” pair of separating 
vectors is algebraically reflexive. Then we refine the result and conclude that a 
finite-dimensional subspace of operators having a two-dimensional subspace of sepa- 
rating vectors is algebraically reflexive if its scalar field is algebraically closed. 
Examples are provided to show that these results are sharp. An application of the first 
result shows that finite-dimensional spaces of operators of large rank are reflexive. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Originally, reflexivity was introduced as a topological notion by P. R. 
Halmos to describe those operator algebras that are determined by their 
closed invariant subspace lattices. Loginov and Sulman [13] extended reflexiv- 
ity to include subspaces S ~Gi’m which are not necessarily algebras, where 
Z is a Hilbert space and gGI?l is the algebra of all bounded linear operators 
on Z The rejkxive closure of S is defined as ref S = (t E L%‘@‘? : tx E [ Sx] 
for all x ~a, where 1.1 denotes closure in the norm topology. 
A linear subspace S c.z&@,I is rejkxive if S = ref S. 
Detailed discussions of reflexive subspaces can be found in [l, 9, 12, 13, 
15-171. 
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Hadwin [B] introduced the concept of algebraic reflexivity. Let ? Itr ii 
vector space over a field [F, L?(V) the algebra of all linear transformations on 
7, and S a linear subspace of Y(V). We define 
ref,S = (tE_Y(Y):t~ES~forall xE”Y} 
This is the set of all transformations which “locally belong to S”. If S = ref, S, 
then S is said to be algebraically rejlexioe. 
Discussions on algebraic reflexivity can be found in [3, 5, 7, 8, 121, and we 
will study algebraic reflexivity from now on. For brevity, we will sometimes 
omit the adverb algebraically. 
Several authors have observed the close connection between separating 
vectors and reflexivity. A vector x E ‘Y separates S &L?(Y) in case the map 
sending s to sx is injective on S. One well-known result is that if S is 
reflexive and S has a separating vector, then every subspace of S is reflexive 
[l]. Larson established the existence of a separating vector for each finite-di- 
mensional subspace S of L?(Y) h aving no members of finite rank, and thus 
proved reflexivity of such S [12]. Th ere are some other examples in [lo, 16, 
171. 
Unfortunately, the existence of a separating vector does not guarantee 
algebraic reflexivity of an operator algebra. The following is the standard 
example: Let 
S is a subalgebra of M,, and 
0 
e2 = [I 1 E C2 
is a separating vector for S. It is easy to see that 
0 0 
t= 0 1 [ 1 E ref, S. 
Since t G S, S is not algebraically reflexive. 
This paper is devoted to finding slightly stronger conditions which do 
guarantee reflexivity. Our main results are Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.3. 
Theorem 2.1 shows that for a linear subspace S whose dimension is less than 
the cardinality of the scalar field, if S has two “disjoint” separating vectors, 
then S is algebraically reflexive. Theorem 3.3 weakens the “disjoint” assump- 
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tion for finite-dimensional S. Examples 2.2, 3.4, and 3.5 tell us these results 
are sharp. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is short. We make use of the “disjoint” 
separating vectors to gain total control of the action of any operator t E ref,, S 
on the underlying vector space. 
The proof of Theorem 3.3 is more involved. Even gaining simultaneous 
control of an operator t E ref, S on the span of the separating vectors x and 
y requires a delicate algebraic argument. 
Section 4 can be read after Section 2. In this section we apply Theorem 
2.1 to obtain a refinement of a result due to Larson. This refinement, 
Theorem 4.3, shows that for an n-dimensional subspace S, if every nonzero 
operator in S has rank > 2n” - n, then S is reflexive. 
Both scalar and block matrices are used at several points in the paper. We 
follow the usual notational conventions regarding them and their identifica- 
tions with appropriate linear transformations. 
2. DISJOINT PAIRS OF SEPARATING VECTORS 
We will give our first algebraic reflexivity result in this section: Theorem 
2.1. Note that we can extend the linear subspace S to a slightly more general 
case: S c_.Y( 7, Y), where Y, W are vector spaces over a field IF. We write 
ref,S={tE_EB(Y,Y):txESxforallxEY}. 
S is algebraically reflexive if S = ref, S 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 7, FW be vector spaces over a field IF, and S a linear 
subspace of Z’CV,W) w h ose (Ham& dimension is less than the cardinality 
of IF. Suppose x and y are separating vectors for S such that Sx n Sy = (0). 
Then S is algebraically reflexive. 
We postpone the proof of the theorem awhile so that we can first present 
an example to show the sharpness, along with an application, of this result. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. The conclusion of Theorem 2.1 may fail when the dimen- 
sion of S is equal to the cardinahty of [F X [F. 
Let {erlL : A, CL E IF} be linearly independent elements in a vector space 
over [F. Let X be the linear span of {ehCL : A, /_t E IF}. 
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Define a’, *:X -+ X by o>(e,J = -he, ~, *(e, cL) = -PC<:, I” + f’,,,)~ 
extended to X by linearity. Let 
It is easy to check that 
are separating vectors for S with Se, n Se, = {O). Note also that the dimen- 
sion of S equals the cardinality of IF X [F. 
Take 
For each A, p E [F, we have 
thus tv E Sv for each 
v= with y# 0. 
For y = 0, note that tv = Ov E SU. Thus tu E Sv for all v E [F3, i.e., 
t E ref, S. On the other hand, q(O) = 0, so t @ S and S is not algebraically 
reflexive. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. With the assumption of its dimension less than the 
cardinality of scalar field we accomplish, in this example, a little more than 
showing that S (2) is algebraically reflexive, where SC2) is the ampliation of S 
as defined in [l] and [2]: Mck) is the direct sum of k copies of the space Y’; 
for a GAY(Y), aCk) stands for the operator on VCk) which is the direct sum 
of k copies of a; and S (k) = {ack) E_Y(Y(~)): a E S}. We say that S is 
k-reflexive if SCk’ is reflexive. 
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Suppose S c_Y’((“Y) has a separating vector x,,. Let f, g E_HS) such 
that 1 is not an eigenvalue of fig. Theorem 2.1 tells us that 
is an algebraically reflexive subspace of 3(Vcn)>. Indeed, 
separate T, and the required disjointness condition follows, since 
Taking f= g = 0, we recover the well-known result that S@) is alge- 
braically reflexive. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose x is a separating vector for a linear subspace S of 
-Y(Y’-‘, W). Let t E ref, S, so that tx = sx for rome s E S. Then tu = su for 
any vector u E Y with Su n Sx = (O}. 
Proof. Choose s’ E S with t(x + u) = s’(x + u), and s, E S with 
tu = sp. Then t(x + u) = tx + tu = sx + s,,u, while s’(x + u) = s’x + 
s’u. So we have (s - s’)x = (s’ - s,,)u. Now, the condition Su n Sx = (0) 
implies that (s - s ‘)x = 0, and hence s,,u = s’u. Since x separates S, we 
have s = s ’ and hence s,, u = su. Thus tu = su ??
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let t E ref, S, and choose so E S with tx = so x. 
By Lemma 2.4, ly = so y. We will complete the proof by showing tz = so z 
for all z E Y. 
Fix z E 7, let M be a vector-space complement of Sx containing Sy, 
and let P denote the projection on Sx along M. Since x is a separating 
vector for S, for each s E S, there is a unique operator 4(s) E S satisfying 
P(sz> = 4c.s)~. Note that 4 is a linear map. Since eigenvectors correspond- 
ing to different eigenvalues are linearly independent, and the dimension of S 
is less than the cardinality of IF, there is a scalar /.L E ff which is not an 
eigenvalue of 4. 
We claim S(z - px) n Sy = (0). Indeed, suppose a(z - px> = sy for 
some a, s E S. Since sy E M, we have P(sy) = 0, whence P(a(z - px)) = 
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0, i.e., (4 - kI)(a)x = 0. Since x is a separating vector for S, we conclude 
(4 - j_&ZXal = 0. S’ mce p is not an eigenvalue of 4, we have (1 = 0. whence 
a(; - px) = 0. By Lemma 2.4, t(- - PX) = s~)(z - px). Since we alread) 
know tx = s,) x, we conclude that t,: = s,)z. So t = ,s,, E S. ??
3. TWO-DIMENSIONAL SUBSPACES OF SEPARATING VECTORS 
The present section is devoted to weakening the hypothesis Sx n Sy = 
(0); the main result is Theorem 3.3. We begin by examining the relationship 
between the hypotheses of Theorems 2.1 and 3.3. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose x and y are separating vectors for S with 
SX n Sy = (0). Th en all nonzero linear combinations of x and y are separat- 
ing for S. 
Proof. Suppose SX n Sy = {O}, and (Y, P are scalars not both zero. If 
s((Yx + py) = 0 f or some s E S, then (YSX = - psy, and consequently asx 
and psy are in SX n Sy. So (YSX = 0 = psy. So either sx = 0, or sy = 0. In 
either case, s = 0. ??
EXAMPLE 3.2. The converse of Proposition 3.1 fails. Take 
s = ([i r&&b E F] 5_Y(ff2,[F3). 
Let 
x = [iI> y = [‘:I. 
It is easy to see that all nonzero linear combinations of x and y are 
separating for S. But 
0 II 1 Esxnsy. 0 
THEOREM 3.3. Let S be afinite-dimensional subspace of 9’0X, V), where 
M and V are linear spaces over an algebraically closed field F, and suppose x 
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and y are linearly independent vectors in X all of whose nonzero linear 
combinations separate S. Then S is algebraically reflexive. 
The following examples show that the algebraic closure and finite-dimen- 
sionality hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 cannot be dropped. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let IF be a field which is not algebraically closed. Choose 
a linear transformation A E _Y(F”) w h ose characteristic polynomial has no 
roots. Let S = ([x AX]: x E ff’} c_Y((IF", F'). Then every nonzero vector in 
F2 separates S. But ref, S =P(F’, lFn). Indeed, given y, = E F”, h, p E F. 
we need to find x E IF” with 
[x A$] = [Y q[;], 
i.e., (hZ + pA)x = hy + /.Lz. This is possible because AZ + PA is invert- 
ible (unless h = p = 0). 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let X = lF2, V = the space of all sequences from IF. S is 
a linear subspace of 9(X, Y), defined as follows: 
( a1 0 
a2 a1 
S = c :I 1 a:3 a2 : a, E 5 . a4 a3 . . . I 
Let 
x = [;I, y = [:‘I. 
It is easy to see that all nonzero linear combinations of x and y are 
separating for S. But 
10 
0 0 
[ I 0 0 Eref,S. . . . 
Thus S is not algebraically reflexive. 
44 
x, 
We now begin working toward the proof of Theorem :3.:3. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Theorem 3.3 hold7 when M i.‘; ttL~)-di~~I1siorrul. 
To prove Proposition 3.6 we first fix notation. Let (.r , , x2} be a basis for 
and {s,, . , s,,) be ;I basis for S. Without loss of generality we can assume 
that the ranges of the .Y, span V’. Let 111 = dim V/. 
LEMMA 3.7. With the above notation we have n + 1 < m < 211 
PmoJ Since every nonzero vector of X separates S, the rank-nullity 
theorem tells us all si are rank-2 operators. Thus the dimension of V is at 
most 2n. By the definition of separating vector, for every nonzero vector x, 
we have m = dim V > dim Sx = II. If ITL were equal to n, then SX , = V = 
Sx, and we could define @ : V + V by SK, t-, SX,, s E S. Since xl is 
separating for S, Q, is well defined. Th e ini eness f t of the dimension of W 
implies that @ has an eigenvalue A and its corresponding eigenvector 
y = sxi for some non-zero s E S. Thus @(sx,) = AX, or sx2 = Asx,. So 
4x2 - Ax,) = 0. This is impossible, since x2 - Ax, is assumed to be a 
separating vector. ??
LEMMA 3.8. S admits the following matrix representation: There are 
linear operators A : F” -+ F”, B : F” -+ IF”‘-” .such that 
Proof. Denote fl = sIxI, , Jl = s,xl. Add fn+l, , f,,L to 
{fi,...,f,}sothatIf,,...,f,,f,~,,,.. . , fm} form a basis of V. Relative to 
the basis {xi, x2) of X and the basis {f,, , fn,} of V, we have the following 
matrix representations for si: 
"i a, 
"i = 0 bi ) 
[ 1 
where e, is the standard basis element of F”, a, E F”, bj E F”‘-“, i = 
l,...,n.Then A =[a, ..+ a,]and B =[6, ... b,]dothejob. ??
Recall that a linear transformation A over a vector space is algebraic if 
there is a nonzero polynomial p such that p(A) = 0. Trivially every linear 
transformation over a finite-dimensional vector space is algebraic. 
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LEMMA 3.9. Suppose W is a vector space over an algebraically closed 
field F. ZfA E_HV) is algebraic, then the algebra generated by A is spanned 
by {(A - AZ)-’ : h +Z a(A)}. 
Proof. Suppose the minimal polynomial p of A has degree n. Choose 
distinct scalars A,, . . , A,, for which A - A, Z is invertible. 
Suppose X7==, c&A - hi I)-’ = 0. Then C:‘=, cinj+,(A - A,Z) = 0. 
Consequently, p(x) divides the polyn omial CT=: I c, FIj, i(x - Aj>. Since this 
polynomial has degree n - 1, we conclude that Cl= r ciFIj+ i( x - Aj> = 0. 
Substituting x = AI, j = 1,. . , n, shows that all the c, vanish. Thus ((A - 
Ai I)-‘: i = 1,. , n} are independent and hence span aid A). ??
Proof of Proposition 3.6. Recall that Lemma 3.8 shows that 
s = ([; 21: x E F”) c2qP,F”‘), 
where A: IF” -+ IF”, B: F” + lF”‘-“. Let 
where z, y E [F”, u, ci E F”‘_“. 
Since 
1: :I[;] and [E a][:] 
are in 
s[:] and s[:] 
respectively, we conclude that u = 0, y = Ax, and v = Bx for some x E F”. 
The proof will be complete when we show that z = x. Since 
[ 1 ’ Ax ESGref,S, 0 Bx 
there is no loss of generality in assuming x = 0 
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suppose ” # 0. For each A E iF 
so there is a vector X~ satisfying 
(A - hZ)x, = -A=., 
Bx, = 0. 
For A E u(A) and A # 0, this implies B(A - AZ)-‘=. = 0. By Lemma 
3.9, Bp( A)z = 0 f or each polynomial p. Choose p of minimal degree with 
p( A)z = 0. Write p(z) = (z - A)q(z) and set u; = y(A)-. Then u: # 0. 
Aw = Au;, and Bw = 0. But then 
[‘;;‘ z][ -:I = [il. 
contradicting the fact that 
I 1 -i is a separating vector. ??
When the space X in Theorem 3.3 is three-dimensional, we choose the 
separating vectors x and y as the first two basis vectors for X. Following the 
arguments in Lemma 3.7 and 3.8, we obtain the matrix representation 
x S= 
0 
* 4(*) :x E IF” c97([F3 [F”) 
Bx t,b( x) 1 i - > > 
where A, 4 ep([F”), B, II, EP(E~, E”-“), n = dim S, m = dimension of 
span of the ranges of the basis elements of S, and all nonzero vectors 
A II P 0 
separate S. 
LEMMA 3.10. Suppose S is as in the preceding paragraph and 
w Au: 0 
0 Bw 0 1 E ref, S. 
Then 4(w) = $I(w) = 0. 
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Proqf. For each A and Z.L, 
so there is xh cL with 
( /.LA + AZ + 4)x,, = (/LA + hZ)w, 
(I// + pB)x,, = ,uBw. 
(1) 
For -A 4 rr.( PA + 4) this implies 
(t,b + /.LB)( pA + AZ + c$-‘( /LA + AZ)w = pBw. (2) 
Taking ZL = 0 gives +(4 + AZ)-‘w = 0 for -A @ a(4). Thus I/J(W) = 
0, by Lemma 3.9. 
Substituting pA + AZ = ( Z.LA + AZ + 4) - 4 in (2) yields 
(4 + pB)( pA + AZ + 4)-l,(~) = cc/(w) = 0 whenever 
- A ‘$ a( /LA + 4). (3) 
In view of Lemma 3.9, this gives 
($ + pB)( pA + 4)k+(w) = 0 for each ZJ, 
where k is a positive integer. Thus the (vector) coefficients of the various 
powers of ZL in these equations must vanish. In particular B(Ak)+(w) = 0. 
Therefore, Bp(A)4(w) = 0 for every polynomial p. 
As in the proof of Proposition 3.6, 4(w) = 0. ??
COROLLARY 3.11. Theorem 3.3 holds when M is three-dimensional. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.6, the restriction of S on the span of x and y is 
reflexive. So every element in ref, S has the form 
w Aw u 
0 1 Bw c ’
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where Y;, u E [F”, zi E 5”’ “. Note that 
so u = 4(r), 2) = q(r) for some r E F”. Since 
r Ar 4(r) 
0 Br +(r) 1 
E S G ref, S, 
Lemma 3.10 shows that 
w-r A(w-r) 0 B(  -r) 0 1 E s, and hence w Aw u ES. ??0 0 Bw o 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Suppose b E ref, S. By Corollary 3.11, for each 
z E X, there is an aZ E S such that a; agrees with b on the span of x, y, 
and z. But a3 must be independent of z, since x is separating for S. ??
4. SPACES OF OPERATORS OF LARGE RANK 
We will discuss an application of Theorem 2.1 in this section. 
Let V be a vector space of any dimension, S a finite-dimensional 
sub-space of 9(V). We write S, for the subspace of all finite-rank linear 
transformations in S. 
Larson proved that if S, = {O}, then S is reflexive, and a deeper result 
follows: viz., ref S = S + ref S,. In particular, S is reflexive if and only if S, 
is reflexive [12]. Analysis of Larson’s proof shows that the existence of a 
separating vector plays an important role in promoting reflexivity for S with 
S, = {O}. But we have noticed that we can get a separating vector under a 
weaker hypothesis. In fact we will show that if the ranks of the operators 
belonging to S are large enough, we will be able to find a “disjoint” pair of 
separating vectors for S, thereby setting up an application of Theorem 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose S c_HM, V’) and W is a subspace of M. 
Then 
cod,{ x E X: Sx G VW} < (codv w)(dim S) 
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Proof. We identify all infinite cardinals, so we may as well assume 
dimS=n<~.LetU=(xE~:Sx~~O/).Wehave 
RJ = f) {x E x: a,x E VW}, 
i=l 
where a,, . . . , a, form a basis of S. The conclusion follows, since cod% U < 
Cl= 1 cod,{x E X : ai x E VW), and cod,(x E X : a, x E VW) < cod, VW. ??
LEMMA 4.2. L.et S be an n-dimensional subspace of 9(X, V). Suppose 
every nonzero operator in S has rank > n(n -- 1). Then S has a separating 
vector. 
Proof. We use induction on the dimension of S. The case dim S = 1 is 
trivial. Assume that the statement is true for dim S Q n. Fix S of dimension 
n + 1. Choose a basis a,, . . , a,, a,, 1 for S. Write S = spanja,, . . . , a,). By 
the induction hypothesis, there is a separating vector x for S. If a,, ix and 
[ qx,..., a, x] are linearly independent, then .K is a separating vector for S. 
Therefore we now let a,, , x be a linear combination of a, x, . . , u, x; i.e., 
a “+,X = h,a,x + *** +h,a,x. We let uA+i = a,+i - h,a, - ..* -A,a,. 
Since u,, . . . , a, and ah+, also span S, we may replace a, + 1 by uk + , . Thus 
we may assume a,, ix = 0. 
Let M be a vector-space complement of Sx in V’. Then codY M < n. Let 
U = {u E X: SU G M}. By Proposition 4.1, cod% U Q n(n + 1). Since 
rank a,, 1 > n(n + l), we have a,+,(UJ) # (0). So there is y E U with 
(I,+ i y # 0. Since Sy c Ml, Sx fl Sy = {O}. Now let a E S with a = s’ + 
ha II+1 forsome5ESandscalarA.Ifa(x+y)=O,then(s’+Aa,+,Xx+ 
y) = 0. Consequently, Sx = -(Z + Aa,+,Xy) = -ay. But Sx n Sy = {O} 
implies that $x = 0 = -ay. Noting that x separates S, we conclude s’ = 0, 
whence ha, + 1 y = 0. Thus A = 0. Hence a = 0, and x + y separates S. ??
THEOREM 4.3. L.et S be a subspace of 3(X, Y) and dim S = n. Suppose 
every nonzero operator in S has rank > 2n2 -- n. Then S is reflexive. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, there is a separating vector x for S. Let M be a 
vector-space complement of Sx in V. Since dim Sx = n, we have cod, M = n. 
Set 111 = {u E X: Su c Ml). By Proposition 4.1, codx U < n cod, M = n2. 
Let V be a vector-space complement of U in %. Then dim V Q n2. 
For each a E S, the rank-nullity theorem tells us that dim a(V) Q n2. Let 
S = Slo. Then u(W) = a@ @ V) = u(U) + a(V); thus, for nonzero a E S, 
rank a’ = rank(&) > rank a - ranktulv) > (211’ - n) - n2 = n(n - 1). 
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Since n = dim S 3 dim S, it follows from Lemma 4.2 that ES has a 
separating vector y E U. This means, for a E S with ay = 0, that we have 
a(U) = (O}. Then rank c1 = rank(alv) < dim!/ < n2. So a = 0, by hypothe- 
sis. Thus y is also a separating vector for S. 
Since Sy c Ml, we have SX n Sy = {O). Appealing now to Theorem 2.1, 
we see that S is reflexive. ??
We recover Larson’s result as a special case. 
COROLLARY 4.4 [12]. Let S be a finite-dimensional subspace of 9(X, V). 
Suppose S, = {O}. Then S is reflexive. 
Let S be an n-dimensional subspace of 5%X, V), and set r = 
min(rank u : a E S, a # O}. Theorem 4.3 asserts that r > 2n2 - n implies S 
is reflexive. While the bound 2n2 - n is probably not sharp, the following 
example shows one must at least assume r > 6 to guarantee reflexivity. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. Fix an integer k, and let 
A=( 
\ 
4 * 
d2 
0 dk, 
:d, +d2+...+dk=( 3 CM,. 
I 
It can be shown directly that ACk-‘) is not reflexive. For the sake of 
brevitv. we assume the scalar field is the complex numbers and adopt the 
notation of [l]. We have 
Since 
A 0 
A 
T= I ...I E A' n[Fk-' * A 
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implies that A = 0, we conclude that S ’ fl lFk _- ’ s S A . So A is not (k - l)- 
reflexive, and hence S = Atk- ‘) is not reflexive [l, 21. Note that S has 
dimension n = k(k + 1)/2 - 1, while the minimal rank of nonzero opera- 
tors in S is r = k - 1. Solving for r in terms of n in these examples, we see 
that there are arbitrarily large n for which r = (im - 3)/2 does not 
guarantee reflexivity. This expression exceeds 6 for n > 9. W 
This paper began as part of the author’s doctoral dissertation written at 
the University of Georgia under the direction of Professor Edward A. Azo_ff: 
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